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Sourcebooks, Inc, United States, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. The Lightkeeper s Wife is a beautiful, stirring novel full of captivating mystery and clear-eyed
emotion. The luminous characters are beacons that guide the reader through a narrative as
thrilling, expansive, and dangerous as the sea at night. --Bret Anthony Johnston, author of
Remember Me Like This and Corpus ChristiWhen Hannah Rescues Billy From a Shipwreck, She Will
Change Both Their Lives Forever.Hannah Snow shouldn t be in the water, saving shipwrecked
sailors. Her husband would be furious--it s his job to tend to the lighthouse at Dangerfield, to warn
the ships off the rocks. Sailors know that the Dangerfield coastline is treacherous, but the waves
constantly pull them down into the deep anyway.But when the ship Cynthia Rose runs aground,
John is away buying supplies, and Hannah rushes out into the storm. She can only fish one sailor
out of the icy water--weatherworn, half-drunk Billy. When Hannah gets word that John will not
return home to her, she sinks into grief so deep that she feels she may never surface again. With
Billy s help, she continues to man the lighthouse, keeping the lamps blazing...
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ReviewsReviews

An extremely amazing book with lucid and perfect reasons. It is actually writter in easy words and phrases and never confusing. Your life period will likely
be transform the instant you full looking over this ebook.
-- Tracy Keeling-- Tracy Keeling

This publication can be worth a read through, and far better than other. It normally will not charge too much. Your life period will likely be enhance as soon
as you comprehensive reading this article pdf.
-- Joyce Boyle-- Joyce Boyle
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